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The world's first hoseless, maskless, cordless micro-CPAP device to treat sleep apnea.

We are beyond excited to announce that we’ve begun the initial functional testing of our
micro-blower prototypes and it's official; they are moving air. Yes, for just a brief
moment, we are pausing to appreciate the progress we've made in the Airing lab.
In our last update, we explained that we were gearing up to begin bench testing the fullyconstructed components of the micro-blower prototype. We can now share with you the
results of that testing: that our pump membranes are successfully displacing air in and
out of the micro-blower bodies. With this, we have crossed a major milestone in the
construction of our proof of concept prototype and can now shift our complete attention
to controlling this airflow and building a net pressure.
As you may have seen in our technology video, each of the Airing device’s
displacement pumps (micro-blowers) will be operated with opposing electrostatic
charges in order to repeatedly expand and collapse, pushing out a powerful stream of
air. Pumping thousands of times a second and assembled in parallel within the device,
these units will work together to achieve the flow rate required to maintain positive
airway pressure. While we have a lot of work to do before we can begin

testing pressure, we're proud to have met this important milestone and are eager to
forge ahead in prototyping our proof of concept.
To celebrate this achievement, as well as the one-year anniversary of our crowdfunding
launch on Indiegogo, we will be bringing back the most popular perk from our launch:
the secret “Platinum + 90 Airings” perk for $98. This deal will only be available to you,
our email subscriber community, and will only last for 48 hours, starting
tomorrow, Tuesday, June 14th, at 4 PM (EDT). We will be sending you a link to the perk
and all the necessary details to claim it on Tuesday.
And now, back to work at the Airing lab!
All the Best,
Stephen Marsh & The Airing Team
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1 North Ave
Burlington, MA 01803
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